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PEACE AND RECONCILIATION ADVOCACY
PROLIFERATES AMONG CHURCHES IN EASTERN VISAYAS
PBCI Information and Communications Team

These are some of the pastors and Christian leaders who are participating in the second-generation training program of Peace and Reconciliation
movement in the Eastern Visayas Region. The training facilitators and instructors are graduates of PBCI’s PAR Leaders Training Program,
in partnership with the Mennonite Central Committee, Mennonite Church Canada, and the Philippine Council of Evangelical Churches.
This series of training sessions were done between 16 June and 30 July 2014 in various venues in Samar and Leyte provinces.

The graduates of the initial Peace and Reconciliation (PAR) Training Program of PeaceBuilders Community, Inc.
(PBCI) are now the ones re-echoing the PAR advocacy throughout the Eastern Visayas Region in the central islands
of the Philippines.
The PAR program in these Haiyan-devastated communities are contextualized to meet the needs of the churches here. Based on
our research, there is a great need for these Christian congregations to develop their skills in helping local governments and civil
society organizations in a community-based disaster risk reduction and management operations.
PBCI was not planning to extend PAR advocacy in this region of the Philippines until the latter part of 2016. But super typhoon
Haiyan (local name, Yolanda)—the most powerful typhoon known in history—brought us here. PAR Eastern Visayas was first
conceptualized when the Christian leaders here experienced how the PBCI Rapid Response Team served the pastors’ families and
churches three days after Yolanda hit and destroyed their communities. Their leaders asked PBCI how they, as church pastors
and leaders of various Christian organizations, can do the same disaster response skills since their region gets hit at least seven
times every year. (The whole Philippines is hit by tropical typhoons at an average of 20 per year.)
That’s when we did our research to document the needs and submitted a proposal to the Mennonite Central Committee (MCC).
Funded by MCC, operated by PBCI—the peacebuilding mission agency Mennonite Church Canada Witness in the Philippines, and
endorsed by the Philippine Council of Evangelical Churches (PCEC) to all their member denominations and mission agencies, the
PAR program is growing, having a life of its own, and embraced and owned by local leaders and communities.
Currently, there are a total of 14 women and 36 men who are involved in this PAR advocacy movement—planning, facilitating,
teaching, and mentoring other potential leaders. We are aware that this PAR leadership reproduction process can only be
possible as people catch the vision and do their share of the work through the energy of the Holy Spirit.
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PAR EXTENSION IN EASTERN VISAYAS: A FORMAL REPORT
By Kriz Cruzado, Project Manager, Haiyan Disaster Response Network Development, PBCI
Background and Context. Following the devastation caused by Typhoon Haiyan, various local, national and international
organizations have responded to provinces, like Leyte and Samar, that have been greatly affected by it. PBCI distributed relief
goods a few days after the typhoon and served as a hub for various partners and networks who are coming in and out of Leyte
and Samar to give relief goods. At the same time, PBCI did social preparation in areas where PCEC are giving out shelter repair
kits.
As the rehab phase was about to kick in, and after some informal consultations among the pastors in Leyte and Samar, PBCI
thought of strengthening the capacity of at least 50 church leaders across these 2 provinces to respond to disasters. The capacity
building sessions include: (a) Psychological First-Aid; (b) Community Based Disaster Risk Reduction Management; and, (c) Peace
and Reconciliation Skills.
At the end of the project, each participant is expected to mentor at least 4 other individuals.
Long-Term Impact. The Peace and Reconciliation (PAR) movement have finally reached Visayas, strengthening the entire PAR
movement initiatives in the Philippines. With skills on disaster risk reduction (DRR), stress debriefing and post-disaster response,
the PAR teams in Samar and Leyte are equipped to reduce disaster risks, respond to calamities, and train other people with the
same set of skills.
Key Changes and Project Adjustments. One of the realizations during the project implementation is that the learning from
capacity building workshops cannot be easily grasped and put into practice. Certainly, the new concepts introduced and the new
realizations that unfolded from the training can help in their intellectual growth, but with the Training of Teachers (ToT) Program,
participants are expected to transfer their learning to others – and that requires another skill. The danger of implementing a ToT
project is that most participants will not actually train others due to lack of confidence and skills to transfer the knowledge. At the
same time, looking at the effectiveness of the project, it was realized that capacity building workshops alone wouldn’t do much as
far as impact is concerned. So instead, a mechanism that will involve the barangays (villages) in the entire disaster
preparedness/response initiative was created. Also, it was seen wise for each ministerial association to create their own disaster
response group to strengthen their teams, reinforce their knowledge and put their skills into actual work.
Expecting the participants to mentor 4 other individuals each after finishing the 3 capacity building workshops is quite idealistic.
Looking at the capacity and the experience of the participants in doing re-echo and mentorship on subjects that are quite new to
them, it would be unrealistic to subject them to do the job, just because it is a conditional training arrangement. The risk of
putting the project and all resources into waste is high if the participants are left on their own right after the training.
In reality, organizations doing capacity building as their project cannot just leave their participants to do things on their own. At
least not right after. The participants cannot immediately grasp all the concepts learned. They may understand and agree to new
concepts. They may have kairos-moments with the new learnings gained, but when they are asked to reiterate their learning, they
often find themselves having difficulty to do so. At the same time, they have other important engagements to attend to, which will
set the mentorship and re-echo activities aside.
Also, another realization is that mentorship is
done on a regular, long-term basis and cannot
be set into a short-term time-frame for the
sake of reporting; otherwise, the quality and
genuineness of this initiative are sacrificed. It
was a mistake putting 200 mentored individuals
as an indicator of success in this 6-month
project. Mentoring 200 individuals is very much
possible, but cannot be measured as yet.
Perhaps a year or two after the project ended,
we’d see 200 individuals. The impact of
mentorship is long-term and the work needed
to accomplish this is also big.
Instead, PBCI enhanced the capacity of the participants to confidently mentor other people and share their new knowledge to
other members of their DRN. PBCI did a series of follow-up meetings to help the participants plan their course of action following
the trainings they attended. PBCI has listened to the emerging concerns and questions from the participants. Organizing disaster
response network teams was a good move because it provided a working space not just for the participants, but also for other
individuals who are interested in taking part in disaster response initiatives. With PCEC having created the Philippine Evangelical
Disaster Response Network (PEDRN), it is but sensible to organize local DRNs that would later on connect with the national DRN of
the evangelical Christians when a disaster happens. Having their own DRN gives them a sense of authority in terms of mentoring
individuals in their own community and in working with barangay officials in establishing or enhancing barangay disaster response
team. PBCI was also present to provide additional workshops like vision casting, team building and committee enlisting to help
each group in their journey towards organizing their own DRN.
The re-echo was given more emphasis because it was important for other members of the DRN to understand the basics of
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disaster response. The project participants themselves led the re-echo sessions with PBCI’s field personnel present in each –reecho session to supplement the training contents. PBCI staff served as co-facilitators during the re-echo sessions and all initiative
and teaching styles came from the leadership training participants.
There will be a significant change in the approach of doing this project, especially in the second phase. The key learning areas
include:
Introduction of the Project. Instead of just engaging ministerial members in consultation meetings regarding the project, it would
be good to introduce the concept of DRN organizing right from the start and ask the ministerial association if they want to have a
DRN team organized as one of their ministries. If so, the committees and committee members should be established early on. This
is important so that the participants have clear direction as they undergo the capacity building workshops. Thinking about their own
committee, they will be able to integrate their roles and functions in the workshops and discussions. Also, supplemental trainings
can be identified at an early stage; hence allowing PBCI to effectively appropriate the training contents.
Psychological First-Aid. Taking into account all debriefing and trauma healing sessions that the pastors received prior to the
initiation of the project, the workshops could have been focused more on How To Conduct Psychological First Aid. However, with
the project participants, experiencing it first-hand was also necessary at that time. But for the next project, circle process will only
be introduced as one tool that can be used for team debriefing along with other tools used for psychological first-aid. Participants
need to deeply understand the significance in learning the skills because people normally go to church leaders for guidance,
especially in times of difficulty. Knowing how to deal with trauma and other psychological issues is essential in responding
effectively.
Presence. One of the reasons associated with the success of the organization of the Ormoc Evangelical Disaster Response Network
(OEDRN) and the Kananga Disaster Response Network (KDRN) is the presence of PBCI in Leyte. The participants see the field team
on a weekly basis because they lived in Ormoc and they could attend the meetings anytime. It was easy for PBCI to provide all
necessary follow-ups and workshops because they are immersed in the area. However, PBCI was not able to provide the same level
of engagement in Samar, which is manifested in slow organization of DRNs in the province. Although the team travels to Samar a
lot to meet with the people, they are not present whenever they are needed for consultation. While mobile communication was
possible, seeing the people personally would have made a deeper impact on relationship building. As an amendment, PBCI needs to
spend a maximum of 2 months in Samar to help the participants organize their DRNs. This is included in the second-phase
proposal. With the second-phase, PBCI will work on one or two DRN at a time for a period of 3 months to ensure fast and quality
DRN organizing. PBCI will be present in each area where the DRN is being organized.
Training Contents and Order of Workshop Implementations. As observed in the previous trainings
and level of engagement of the participants, it was seen apt to modify the training content and the
order of training schedules.
:: PAR. The PAR training is divided into 3 books: (1) Biblical Peace Building and other essential
theological discussions that are pertinent to pastoral leadership within and outside the church.
Furthermore, (2) Skills training relevant to Conflict Resolution, (3) PAR-DRN organizing, which
include actual survival skills training. In the last PAR Training, Flood and Earthquake Survival
Trainings were included; however, in the second phase, a Basic First-Aid Training will be included.
The skills taught by PAR can be used in the church and in the communities and can definitely be
helpful in times of disaster response. PAR sets the tone of the entire DRN organizing initiative and
participants usually engage in the theological discussions because they want to understand the
theology of disaster response and how Christ-believers are able to share the love of Jesus by merely
responding to immediate situations within their own community. This will be a 4-day training.
:: Psychological First-Aid and Disaster Preparedness and Disaster Risk Reduction Management.
These two come in pair. The psychological first-aid will be done on the first day and will focus on
how to conduct the first-aid. The other training will be conducted for 3 days with an emphasis on building the capacity of the
participants to prepare for a disaster and manage risks rather than focusing on working with the barangay council. That will only
divide their attention. Although involving the local government unit is still very important in the this initiative, the focus of the
training is on enhancing the skills of the participants to: (a) organize their DRN; (b) train other people about disaster preparedness,
disaster risk reduction management and disaster response; and, (c ) confidently partner with barangay councils to strengthen
barangay disaster risk reduction management (BDRRM) team.
The DRNs need to be strengthened because they are more sustainable than BDRRM because the term of every barangay leaders
end every after 3 years, unless they get re-elected. BDRRM is dependent on the priority of barangay officials and in many cases, it
gets dissolved along with the dissolution of barangay officials.
Monitoring and Follow-up. This is obviously one essential project component that was overlooked in the previous proposal, but
which was carried out during the course of project implementation. Monitoring helps project implementers to constantly review the
strategies and desired outcome, allowing everyone to modify things that are deemed contextually inappropriate or unnecessary.
The success of the pilot project can be attributed to strong monitoring and follow-up activities where feedback and reflections can
be drawn out.
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A JOURNEY WITH A BUDDING PAR LEADER—PASTOR PAUL VILLAMOR
By Kriz Cruzado, Project Manager, Haiyan Disaster Response Network Development, PBCI

The Ormoc Evangelical Disaster Response Network (OEDRN) is by far

the strongest PAR-DRN team organized by PBCI in the Eastern
Visayas Region. Thirteen out of the fifty participants in this
program are from OEDRN.
Like any normal organization, OEDRN is composed of different
individuals with different personalities and character. People within a
group normally find their cliques, although within OEDRN, everyone tries
to be friends with everyone.
Pastor Paul Villamor is one unique character in the team. He has a
strong personality and he’s very blunt with his opinion – something that
is not always acceptable in the traditional Filipino culture. Many
members of OEDRN find him harsh and impudent. In my earlier
involvement with them, just before DRN organizing was conceptualized,
I would always see a few people within the group making faces
whenever Pastor Paul speaks up.

Pastor Paul Villamor explains the theological framework
of Peace and Reconciliation: harmony with the Creator,
harmony with our being, harmony with others,
and harmony with the creation. Raising both hands
symbolize harmony with the Creator.

However, as I spent more time with him, I came to realize that he is a
faithful man. He is blunt because that’s how he is as a person. But when
I actually began to see things from his perspective, I came to
understand that he was only trying to correct bad attitudes and practices
that are often tolerated. For him, honesty should be the standard policy
among Jesus’ followers. Although the manner he uses in delivering his
point at times hurt people, I began to appreciate that he, indeed, is in
the business of pleasing God.

Pastor Paul used to work overseas. He used to earn good income for his family. One day, he realized that God is calling him
to become a pastor. He did not graduate from a seminary or a Bible school. He underwent mentorship and studied the Bible
for a long time and eventually committed to pastor a church. He lost the opportunity to earn good income. He learned to
support his family and the ministry all at once. The salary he gets from being a pastor isn’t enough for the family’s basic
needs. His children stopped from their studies. When Typhoon Yolanda came, his house and their church building were
devastated. According to his story, he felt nobody came to his rescue. The day after
the typhoon hit, no one came to visit him and his family to show love or
whatsoever. No financial and moral support at all.

_______

When the PBCI Rapid Response Team was sent by the Philippine Council of
Evangelical Churches (PCEC) three days after Haiyan struck their place, Pastor Paul
actively volunteered to help in organizing the pastors in Ormoc. That’s how he
became a big part of the Post-Haiyan interventions in Ormoc led by PBCI-PCEC.
Just as things were normalizing in Ormoc City, Pastor Paul and his family got a legal
notice from their landlord. They are being evicted from the property where they
currently built their temporary shelter.
Despite that, he remained active with the PAR trainings. He even led the re-echo
sessions done in June 2014. What was surprising and touching was when he
apologized to everyone (present in the re-echo) for his ways and for hurting people
with the way he had been handling things. His exact words were, “As someone
who’s leading this re-echo, and because we are talking about peace and
reconciliation, I would like to ask for forgiveness to those I hurt with my words and
actions. I acknowledge that I can hurt people. I even hurt my children with what I
say, but please, just forgive me. People change.”
It was unexpected.
It was delightful to hear.

_______

It was very humbling.
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